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Not a travel planner or guidebook, but a unique and entertaining collection of hundreds of

multiple-choice trivia questions, fill with secrets and interesting facts about all aspects of Walt

Disney World.
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"Browsing through the pages of "The Walt Disney World Trivia Book" is almost as much fun as

being there!" -- The Bookwatch on December 2004"Fascinating... great for keeping road trip

companions entertained... or perking everyone up if travel fatigue sets in." -- Mark Sedenquist,

RoadTripAmerica.com, 10/3/04"Mongello brings the "magic" to life." -- Seton Hall Magazine, Fall

2005Anyone who is lucky enough to pick up Mongello's book will find it to be very entertaining. --

Mike Scopa, MousePlanet.com, July 16, 2004Finally a trivia book about Walt Disney World. That

one was long overdue. -- Didier Ghez, The Ultimate Disney Books Network, May 17, 2004I suggest

that you pick up a copy. -- Jim Hill, jimhillmedia.com, June 17, 2004Louis A. Mongello tests reader's

knowledge of theme parks & resorts... & reveals little-known facts. -- Staten Island Parent, August

2004Think you know all there is to know about Walt Disney World? Think again. -- Della Pacheco,

Cincinnati Fifty plus! August 2004

This book will help you discover Walt Disney World&#x92;s secrets, history, hidden treasures, and

the little details that make everything so wonderful. It is divided into six chapters. Chapter One

covers the "World" in general; the next four chapters cover each of the theme parks; and the sixth



and last focuses on the areas "Beyond the Parks" &#x97; the resort hotels, the monorail, Downtown

Disney, and the water parks. Each chapter begins with multiple-choice questions, followed by the

correct answers and additional fun facts about the subject. Chapter Two: The Magic Kingdom opens

with general questions about the park and then is subdivided by land (Adventureland, Frontierland,

etc.), while Chapter Three: Epcot, starts with general questions and then is subdivided by its two

"Worlds." Thus, a question about Space Mountain, for example, would be found in the

Tomorrowland section of Chapter Two. The questions in Chapter One challenge you to remember

WDW history and to identify where in WDW you might find a particular character, prop, attraction,

etc. or hear a particular line of dialogue (taken from an attraction script or theme song). It also

includes questions related to any and all parts of WDW. Chapter Six, in contrast, quizzes you

specifically on your knowledge of the non-theme park parts of WDW. Walt Disney World has gone

through many changes in its 30-plus years. So some questions let readers take a step back in time

to revisit original concepts and attractions that no longer exist. Fans who miss Mr. Toad&#x92;s

Wild Ride or were never able to experience Horizons firsthand, for example, can stay in touch or get

better acquainted with them here. To add to the fun, you&#x92;ll find fascinating tidbits of

information highlighted throughout the book. Looking for all the information you can get about a

particular ride, resort, or whatever? Check the Index and look for your subject by name. And try not

to be too disappointed if you don&#x92;t find it. While this book contains hundreds of questions

about Walt Disney World, WDW has thousands of nooks and crannies. One book simply

can&#x92;t cover them all.

I have not been to WDW since 1983, not long after EPCOT opened. Being a fan of all things Disney

(I visited Disneyland, CA during it's 50th birthday celebrations to celebrate my 50th!!!), I have been

wanting to revisit WDW for many years.This book gave me great insight into the many changes and

developments that have happened since my visit way back when the author was a very young

boy...Using the multiple choice approach to providing answers to the questions makes it very easy

and fun to read. The division into separate parks also allows the reader to "explore" what particularly

interests them.I am pleased to report that Louis Mongello has since released a second volume and

hope that he can continue with countless more volumes as the Disney Organistion constantly

updates and these parks continue to evolve.For any Disney fans or anyone considering a vist, this

book and it's follow up are a must read! And with 's great pricing, you can afford to give copies to

friends...



Got this prior to a trip to Disney. This book made the entire experience so much more enjoyable.

This book is great for the true Disney Nut. It has a lot of interesting facts about Disney and all of its

parks. It is set up in a multiple-choice question format. All the questions are grouped together and

then the answers are in a separate section. Although I find this format hard to read as you are

constantly flipping back and forth between the questions and answers, the interesting facts are

worth the effort. I have also read Volume Two, and both books have alot of great information from

the creation of Disney World in the very beginning to how the parks operate today. It is truly

fascinating and I commend the author for the time it took to gather all this great information. I will

definitely order Volume 3, if there ever is one.

I purchased this book when we decided we were taking a trip to Disney World in April 2013. I love

the "extra" bits of Disney trivia and little known facts. My only complaint about the book is the format

in which it is written. Their is a question with a multiple choice answer but then you must flip over to

a different page in the book to read the answer. I don't really enjoy the flipping back and forth when

reading. I would have liked the book much better if the author had just included the answer after the

question. Otherwise, a great book and lots of fun!

This is a book that is not for ebook format!!!! The structure of the book is that of a multiple answer

quiz section and later on the correct answer and the details. But with kindle, by the time you go to

the answers, you have forgotten the questions. This frustrated me so much that it spoiled it

completely for me, to the point that I started feeling the quiz was really nonsense, no one would be

interested in.

Lou Mongello is absolutely FANTASTIC! This book is INCREDIBLE! The GREATEST trivia

collection for a Walt Disney World fan! As a former cast member, and a Disney Heritage (Disney

College Program) graduate, even I learned so much from going through it! Thanks Lou!

Unfortuantely changes at the park have made some parts of this book obsolete. However, it is a fun

read if you are planning a trip to Disney World. If you are a veteran visitor to the parks, you'll have

some new things to look for after reading this trivia book.

Lou's passion for Disney comes through in this must have Walt Disney World trivia book. His



detailed knowledge of Walt Disney World is unbelievable. You will learn a lot from this book. I highly

recommend this book as well as his Volume 2 Walt Disney Trivia Book.
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